**Grand Canyon Village**

**Restricted access road**
- No private vehicles
- Paved road

**Information**
- Lodging

**About the maps**
- These maps show a generalized overview only.
- Topography derives from 10-meter USGS Dig Elevation Models (DEMs) manipulated to show foreground areas in a more map-like manner than background areas.
- Vertical exaggeration is used.
- Graphical scales are shown on each map for general comparisons only; note that distant features are at much smaller scales than foreground areas.

**Restricted access road**
- Shuttle bus only, except Dec. 1 - Feb. 28 (accessibility pass available)

**Unpaved road**
- High-clearance vehicles recommended

**Picnic area**
- Trailer camping

**Trail Campground**
- Backcountry campsite

**Food service**
- Gas station

**First aid**
- Restrooms